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…Bill Davenhall, the global marketing manager for Health & Human Services Solutions, 

ESRI, the largest geographic information system (GIS) software developer in the world, 

spoke about the missing piece to understanding personal health: the environment. He said 

the basic formula for good health is: 

Genetics + lifestyle + environment = risks 

So, if you manage the risks you'll live a good life. He raised the very important issue that 

whenever we visit a physician we fill out questionnaires that refer only to genetics and 

lifestyle (what diseases are in your family history and whether or not you smoke/drink), 

but we're never asked about environment: i.e. the places we've lived, where we spend our 

time, and what risks we've exposed ourselves to through those choices. 

The quest to understand came when Davenhall had a heart attack out of nowhere it 

seemed. He was given a clean bill of health before and after the attack. But It wasn't until 

he tracked his environmental history - childhood in Scranton, P.A. breathing in methane 

gas and burning coal waste, midlife in Louisville, K.Y. where he breathed in the exhaust 

of incinerated rubber, and then moved to California where he's spent his senior years so 

far breathing in carbon dioxide and high doses of ozone. He said if he ever wanted to get 

a heart attack, he should have lived in exactly the places he chose. It completed his 

puzzle. 

He believes physicians should be asking place history, how close we live to a freeway, 

what the quality of our drinking water and food is, and advises the following steps: 

1. We must teach physicians the value of geographical education and the emerging field 

of geomedicine. 

2. While we're spending billions building an electronic health record, we must also build 

a place record inside that medical record. 

And our technology might be at the right place to support it. Davenhall spoke about his 

friend who allowed himself to be tracked for two years through his cell phone and now 

has his own place history. He suggested that if we build our place histories into our 

iPhones, it could end up being what our physicans look at when we go in for a visit in 

addition to our other medical records. 

Toxic release maps are public information and can be found on the National Institute of 

Health's website. Check it out to see if you live near any hazardous waste sites. 

Tomorrow is a full day...so keep checking back for updates. 



Here's to your health 

 

 


